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In the future, the tactical edge is far away from the command center, the resources of communication and computing are limited,
and the battleﬁeld situation is changing rapidly, which leads to the weak connection and fast changes of network topology in a harsh
and complex battleﬁeld environment. Thus, to meet the needs of communication and computing to build a new generation of
computing architecture for real-time sharing and service collaboration of tactical edge resources to win the future war, the
dispersed computing (DCOMP) seeks a new solution to satisfy the requirements of fast and eﬃcient sensing, transmission,
integrating, scheduling, and processing of various information in the tactical edge. Through the research of a traditional
computing paradigm of mobile cloud computing (MCC), fog computing (FC), mobile edge computing (MEC), mobile ad hoc
network (MANET), etc., it can be found that these computations have diﬃculty in meeting the high changing and complex
battleﬁeld environment and we propose a novel architecture of DCOMP to build a scalable, extensible, and robust decisionmaking system, to realize powerful and secure communication, computing, storage, and information processing capabilities for
the tactical edge. We illustrate the fundamental principles of building a network model, channel allocation, and forwarding
control mechanism of the network architecture for DCOMP called DANET and then design a new architecture, programming
model, task awareness, and computing scheduling for DCOMP. Finally, we discuss the main requirements and challenges of
DCOMP in future wars.

1. Introduction
With the evolution of the pattern of the major power
relationships and the development of military science and
technology, the military action may be far away from the
homeland in the future called the tactical edge environment.
These actions at the tactical edge usually lack support of communication and data processing capabilities, also known as
the “ﬁrst tactical mile,” which is far away from the command
center, with limited resources of communication and computing. The battle rhythm changes unexpectedly, leading to
the frequent ﬂuctuations of network connectivity and rapid

changes of topology because of the highly dynamic and complex battleﬁeld environment. These future military actions
are a typical “uncertain fog of war” in the tactical edge, which
is diﬃcult to directly use the computing infrastructure at the
command center in such harsh and complex war environment. It is extremely important to design and establish a
new network and computing architecture by using advanced
communication and computing technology oriented to the
tactical edge, to realize the rapid perception of the situation
of the battleﬁeld, the quick integration and scheduling of
the resources between the tactical edge nodes, and the eﬃcient processing and transmission of battleﬁeld information.
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In recent years, the U.S. Army has always been at the
forefront of leading military information technologies and
proposed the concept of “net-centric operations and warfare,”
which is combined with the key role of “information superiority” and “decision superiority.” In September 1999, the U.S.
Department of Defense (DOD) proposed the concept of
“global information grid (GIG),” which represents the thirdgeneration development direction of the Internet [1]. In
2013, the U.S. Air Force proposed the concept of “combat
cloud,” which integrates the tactical communication network
to realize quick exchange of data and resources of each combat
unit in the Command, Control, Communications, Computers,
Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (C4ISR) system
[2]. In 2014, the Oﬃce of Naval Research (ONR) of U.S. proposed the concept of “tactical cloud,” to achieve the data and
applications of real-time awareness and process in the battleﬁeld [3]. The “tactical cloud” needs to solve the problems of
maintaining information consistency in the condition of the
“high dynamic, weak connection” communication environment, software and data security in the cloud environment,
dynamic “application tailoring” in diﬀerent physical platforms, and real-time or near real-time processing of tactical
data. In 2016, the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) proposed a novel Internet architecture:
“Dispersed Computing (DCOMP)” program, which is considered the next-generation battleﬁeld environment support
technology for the U.S. Army.
In June 2016, Information Innovation Oﬃce of DARPA
released the proposals of an innovative research soliciting
project for DCOMP [4], which is aimed at producing software instantiations of algorithms and protocol stacks that
leverage pervasive, physically DCOMP platforms to boost
application and network performance by orders of magnitude. The program is comprised of the three technical areas
(TAs) as follows and described in more detail below:
(i) TA1. Algorithms for dispersed task-aware computation is aimed at developing algorithms and control
mechanisms to enable eﬃcient use of networked,
geographically dispersed, heterogeneous computing
capabilities in a manner consistent with the user,
application, and task requirements
(ii) TA2. Programmable nodes and protocol stacks want
to demonstrate the unique value that accrues from
the presence of the programmable protocol logic
within the network, primarily at the transport and
application layers (but also potentially at the network layer) of the ﬁve-layer protocol stack model.
TA2 systems may include new functions on users’
terminal devices that interact with networked computation points (NCPs) in the network to optimize
the overall performance
(iii) TA3. Technology integration describes how to combine itself with potential technologies that implement concepts across TA1 and TA2
DARPA entrusted Raytheon BBN Technologies (the
premier research and development centers of Raytheon),
Vencore Inc., BAE Systems Inc., and LGS Innovations to

implement the DCOMP plan. The purpose of the DCOMP
project is to improve the ability of task data calculation by
using local computing resources, improve the reliability of
the ﬁeld network, distinguish available computing resources,
specify the computing tasks of data in order of importance,
and try to redesign and innovate the network protocol of
the traditional Internet architecture, so as to signiﬁcantly
reduce the delay and bandwidth consumption and improve
the performance of applications in a complex and uncertain
battleﬁeld environment [5].
The works and contributions of this article are listed as
follows:
(i) Based on the studies of DCOMP, we propose the
network model, channel allocation, and forwarding
control mechanism of the DCOMP called DANET
to achieve in realizing a centerless, multihop, selforganizing, infrastructure-free tactical edge network
(ii) We propose the architecture, software stack,
programmable model, programmable language,
programmable network, task awareness, and computing scheduling for DCOMP
(iii) Furthermore, we illustrate that the advantages,
application scenarios, and the simulation result of
the improved routing protocol for DCOMP are
given

2. Related Work
Recently, the concepts such as distributed computing, cloud
computing, MCC, cloudlet, FC, EC, and MEC are emerging
endlessly and unable to meet the requirements of the
complex battle ﬁeld environment (e.g., low latency and bandwidth and high error rate and dynamic) that are crucial for
future wars.
2.1. Mobile Cloud Computing. Mobile cloud computing uses
the cloud computing technology on a mobile device, which
brings the services like on-demand access and no onpremises software. MCC uses network capabilities alone to
deliver the desired service to customers, which could permit
to reserve network bandwidth conﬁrming timely delivery of
information to customers. The typical architecture of MCC
is shown in Figure 1.
There are various researches about MCC proposed in the
literatures focusing on the computation oﬄoading and
resource scheduling. Guo et al. [6] provided an energyeﬃcient dynamic oﬄoading and resource scheduling (eDors)
policy to reduce energy consumption and shorten application completion time. Chen et al. [7] proposed a game
theoretic approach for the computation oﬄoading decisionmaking problem among multiple mobile device users for
mobile edge cloud computing (MECC). Jo et al. [8] proposed
a hierarchical cloud computing architecture to enhance performance by adding a mobile dynamic cloud formed by
powerful mobile devices to a traditional general static cloud,
which increased the overall capacity of a mobile network
through improved channel utilization and traﬃc oﬄoading
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Figure 1: Typical architecture of mobile cloud computing.

from LTE-Advanced to device-to-device communication
links. Han et al. [9] developed a uniﬁed framework that minimizes the overall outage probability in various mobile computation oﬄoading scenarios. Miao et al. [10] put forward a
new intelligent computation oﬄoading based on MECC
architecture in combination with artiﬁcial intelligence (AI)
technology with the increasing requirements and services of
mobile users, and an oﬄoading strategy of simple edge computing is no longer applicable to MEC architecture. In 2019,
the U.S. DOD oﬃcially announced that Microsoft will be
responsible for building a cloud computing system for the
U.S. military with a project cost of up to 10 billion dollars.
In the next 10 years, Microsoft will build a core cloud computing system to achieve more eﬃcient communication for
the U.S. Army. The vision of MCC is an autonomous digital
environment for diﬀerent mobile devices to obtain their
computation, storage, services, and other resources autonomously and eﬃciently anytime and anywhere [11].
2.2. Fog Computing. Fog computing is a concept proposed by
Cisco Systems, introduced as a new network model to reduce
data transfer within the IoT applications [12]. FC is a distributed paradigm that provides cloud-like services to the
network edge, which leverages cloud and edge resources
along with its own infrastructure [13]. FC involves the components of data processing or analysis applications running
in distributed clouds and edge devices. It also facilitates the
management and programming of computing, network,
and storage services between the data center and terminal
devices [14, 15]. In addition, it supports user mobility, heterogeneity of resources and interfaces, and distributed data

analysis to meet the needs of widely distributed applications
requiring low latency. Some architectures of the FC have
been proposed, which were derived from the fundamental
three-layer structure, extending cloud service to the network
edge by introducing a fog layer between Internet of Things
and cloud [16]. The typical architecture of FC is shown in
Figure 2.
The hot topics in FC include a computation oﬄoading
and resource allocation scheme, scheduling policies, migration method, etc. Gao et al. [17] aimed to minimize the
time-average power consumptions with stability guarantee
for all queues in the system and exploited unique problem
structures and proposed an eﬃcient and distributed predictive oﬄoading and resource allocation scheme for multitiered FC. Wu et al. [18] designed a value iteration
algorithm of the semi-Markov decision process to maximize
the total long-term reward for the task oﬄoading problem of
the vehicular fog and cloud computing system. Zeng et al.
[19] considered a FC framework to support a softwaredeﬁned embedded system, where task images lay in the
storage server while computations can be conducted on
either an embedded device or a computation server, which
is signiﬁcant to design an eﬃcient task scheduling and
resource management strategy with minimized task completion time for promoting the user experience. Bittencourt et al.
[20] analysed the scheduling problem of FC, focusing on how
user mobility can inﬂuence the application performance and
how three diﬀerent scheduling policies, namely, concurrent,
FCFS, and delay priority, can be used to improve execution
based on application characteristics. Osanaiye et al. [21]
described an FC architecture, reviewed its diﬀerent services
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Figure 2: Typical fog computing network architecture.

and applications, and presented a conceptual smart precopy
live migration approach for VM migration to estimate the
downtime after each iteration to determine whether to
proceed to the stop-and-copy stage during a system failure
or an attack on a FC node.
FC brings many advantages including enhanced
performance, better eﬃciency, network bandwidth savings,
improved security, and resiliency. FC is not a replacement
for cloud computing but extends the computation, communication, and storage facilities from the cloud to the edge of
the networks [22], which is foreseen as a next computing
paradigm and can be applied to a wide range of network
applications.
2.3. Mobile Edge Computing. Mobile edge computing is a
promising paradigm to oﬀer the required computation and
storage resources with minimal delays because of “being
near” to the users or terminal devices. MEC is aimed at bringing cloud resources and services at the edge of the network, as
a middle layer between the terminal user and cloud data centers, to oﬀer prompt service response with minimal delay
[23]. MEC refers to the enabling technologies allowing computation to be performed at the edge of the network, on
downstream data on behalf of cloud services and upstream
data on behalf of IoT services, which deﬁnes “edge” as any
computing and network resources along the path between

data sources and cloud data center. For example, a smartphone is the edge between body things and cloud, a gateway
in a smart home is the edge between home things and cloud,
and a microdata center and a cloudlet are the edge between a
mobile device and cloud [24]. Many experiments are also
depending on the environment of edge computing. The
typical architecture of mobile edge computing is shown in
Figure 3.
In recent years, the researches focus on edge computing
including resource management, oﬄoading strategy, and
QoS enhancement. Mao et al. [25] provided a comprehensive
survey of the state-of-the-art mobile edge computing (MEC)
research with a focus on joint radio-and-computational
resource management. Mao et al. [26] investigated a green
MEC system with energy harvesting devices, developed an
eﬀective computation oﬄoading strategy, and proposed a
low-complexity online algorithm. Mach and Becvar [27] surveyed the existing concepts integrating MEC functionalities
to the mobile networks and discussed current advancement
in standardization of the MEC. Taleb et al. [28] proposed
an approach to enhance users’ experience of video streaming
in the context of smart cities, whose approach relies on the
concept of MEC as a key factor in enhancing QoS. Xu et al.
[29] developed a collaborative method, named CQP, for the
quantiﬁcation and placement of edge servers (ESs). Zhou
et al. [30] proposed a latency-aware microservice mashup
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Figure 3: Typical architecture of mobile edge computing.

approach and the NP-hardness of the problem by reducing it
into the delay-constrained least cost problem. Cao et al. [31]
proposed a MEC-based system, in line with a big data-driven
planning strategy, for charging stations.
MEC wants to put the computing at the proximity of data
sources, has several beneﬁts compared to the traditional
cloud-based computing paradigm [32], and allows edge
nodes to respond to service demands, reducing bandwidth
consumption and network latency.
2.4. Mobile Ad Hoc Network. A mobile ad hoc network consists of multiple communication devices and terminals with
transceivers, which can complete the communication process
without infrastructure [33–36]. A multihop autonomous system built by MANET nodes has the advantages of no center,
self-organization, and rapid networking [37]. The distributed
network control and scalability of MANET bring great ﬂexibility and convenience to the network deployment and
practical applications [38]. However, it is diﬃcult to predict
the topology changes of MANET with the low frequency eﬃciency and large transmission delay [39]. The three typical
architectures of MANET are shown in Figure 4.
The MANET researches focus on the routing protocol,
QoS, energy management, etc. Zhang et al. [40] proposed a
new greedy forwarding improvement routing method for
MANET to calculate the reliable communication area and
evaluate the quality of the link according to the relative
displacement between the nodes and the maintenance time

of the link. Shariﬁ and Babamir [41] presented a new clustering method and considered the good performance of Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) good in ﬁnding proper head
clusters and a speciﬁc EA-based method named Imperialist
Competitive Algorithm (ICA) via numerical coding by considering the high eﬃciency of clustering methods among
the routing algorithms. Zhou et al. [42] proposed a traﬃcpredictive QoS on-demand routing (TPQOR) protocol to
support QoS bandwidth, delay requirements, channel assignment, and reuse schemes to reduce the channel interference
and enhance the channel reuse rate. Ubarhande et al. [43]
proposed a distributed delegation-based scheme to identify
and allow the only trusted nodes to become part of the active
path to improve the packet delivery ratio, packet loss rate,
throughput, and routing overhead. Khosravi et al. [44]
focused on the underwater communication and proposed a
new method, using an intelligent 3D random node removal
mechanism considering the traﬃc status of the network, to
improve energy eﬃciency of the underwater acoustic wireless
sensor networks and network reliability and better network
lifetime. Pal and Jolfaei [45] proposed a software-deﬁned
wireless sensor network (WSN) architecture which conserves
energy by applying asynchronous duty cycling.
MANET is conceived for military applications and aimed
at improving battleﬁeld communications and survivability
originally; multihop MANET has lately been proposed in
many civil scenarios, which is still diﬃcult to achieve the
large-scale applications [46]. As far as the application
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environments of these networks increase, the traditional
communication paradigms of MANET need adequacy [47].
2.5. Delay/Disruption-Tolerant Network. A delay/disruptiontolerant network is proposed by DARPA and Internet
Research Task Force (IRTF) to solve the communication
problems in the network such as frequent interruption of
communication links and large transmission delay [48–51].
DTN can be widely used in the area of interplanetary networks, military communications, wildlife tracking system,
village-to-village networks in developing regions, vehicular
networks, and nomadic communication networks [52]. In
these networks, because of the frequent movement of network nodes, communication attenuation, and interference,
the limitation of energy and storage space of nodes results
in the long-time interruption of the network link, large delay,

and high packet loss rate, which leads to the failure of the
normal communication process and poor transmission performance [53, 54].
The research activities in DTNs recently are being investigated for the design of an application/convergence layer,
routings, congestion/ﬂow control, and security strategies,
which are brieﬂy introduced as follows: Banerjee et al. [55]
presented a hardware and software architecture for energyeﬃcient throw boxes in DTNs and a novel paradigm for
power management in DTNs provided for more eﬃcient
neighbor discovering by detecting the mobility of other
nodes at a minimum cost and predicting the cost and opportunity of each possible contact, which can intelligently choose
the most fruitful contact opportunities and limit the number
of opportunities to meet energy constraints. Seligman et al.
[56] proposed a congestion management solution of the last
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Table 1: Summary of MCC, FC, MEC, MANET, and DTN.
Features
Target user
Server number
Server deployment
Reliability
Location awareness
Real-time interaction
Latency
Jitter
Power
Storage capacity
Oﬄoading
Programmable
VM support

MCC

FC

MEC

MANET

DTN

Mobile user
Few
Centralized
High
Yes
Support
Low
Low
Ample
Ample
Yes
No
Yes

Mobile user
Large
Near edge
Low
Yes
Support
Low
Low
Limited
Limited
Yes
Yes
Yes

Mobile device
Large
Network edge
Low
Yes
Support
Low
Low
Limited
Limited
Yes
YES
Yes

Mobile device
Large
Device edge
Low
Yes
Support
High
High
Limited
Limited
No
No
No

General device
Large
Device edge
Low
Yes
Support
High
High
Limited
Limited
No
No
No

form for storage routing by employing nearby nodes with
available storage to store data that would otherwise be lost
when given uncontrollable data sources, which determines
a collection of messages and neighbors to which they migrate
using a set of locally scoped distributed algorithms, possibly
incorporating loops that are known to be optimal for some
DTN routing scenarios, and decouples storage management
from global DTN route selection. Whitbeck and Conan
[57] proposed a hybrid DTN-MANET routing protocol
using DTN between disjoint groups of nodes while using
MANET routing within these groups, which is fully decentralized and only makes use of topological information
exchanges between the nodes. Mao et al. [58] proposed a
new routing protocol, called scheduling-probabilistic routing
protocol, using history of encounters and transitivity, and
calculated the delivery predictability according to the
encountering frequency among nodes to improve performance in both storage and transmission in DTN. Table 1
summarizes the features associated with MCC, FC, MEC,
MANET, and DTN.
It can be seen from Table 1 that the current MCC, FC,
MEC, MANET, and DTN have their own characteristics
and advantages, but these computing paradigms are diﬃcult
to adapt to the requirements of high dynamic, low delay, and
fast response at the tactical edge in the future.

3. The Features and Visions of DCOMP
The highly dynamic and complex battleﬁeld environment
results in the weak connection and highly dynamic characteristics of the tactical network, which puts forward strict
requirements for the underlying computing and network
infrastructure of the network. In the current technology,
users usually rely on a large and highly shared data center
to send data (such as image, video, or situation information)
back to the data center for processing tasks with a large
amount of computation. However, the rapid changes in the
battleﬁeld environment, the cost, and the delay of such backhaul may be problematic, especially when the network
throughput is severely limited or user applications need near

real-time response. Using the ability of “locally” available
computing resources (from the perspective of latency, available throughput, task related, etc.) to calculate replication
tasks could signiﬁcantly improve the performance of applications and reduce the processing risk of tasks.
DCOMP provides a new way to improve the computing
and communication capabilities in the harsh battleﬁeld environment, which seeks scalable and robust communication
and computing systems to meet users with competitive needs
to safely and execute computing tasks collaboratively on a
large number of heterogeneous computing devices running
on a highly variable and degraded network environment.
DCOMP is diﬀerent from the traditional network architecture completely, which does not regard the devices as the
nodes of data transmission, but as distributed computing
resources on the network. It can change the real-time
dynamic network address at any time according to the needs.
The distributed computing scenario consists of a group of
NCPs with diﬀerent computation abilities, such as a wireless
access point, network router, handheld terminal, camera, and
mobile computer. [59], as shown in Figure 5.
The concept of DCOMP has only been proposed in
recent years, and systematic research on DCOMP is still
relatively lacking, especially for network programmable
protocols, computation oﬄoading, task decomposition, etc.
García-Valls et al. [60] identiﬁed the new computing paradigm called social dispersed computing, analysed the key
themes, and gave the outlook on its relation to agent-based
applications, and examples include next-generation electrical
energy distribution networks, next-generation mobility services for transportation, and applications for distributed
analysis and identiﬁcation of nonrecurring traﬃc congestion
in cities. Hu and Krishnamachari [61] proposed a throughput optimized task scheduler, targeting applications (such
as computer vision and video processing) where input data
are continuously and steadily fed into the execution pipeline
for DCOMP to perform computation on the edge leading to
signiﬁcant reduction in communication with the remote
cloud. Fujikawa et al. [62] described DCOMP as a new vision
of joint computation and communication resource
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management that goes beyond the end-to-end and clientserver model of the current Internet and a new resourcecentric architecture that leverages the diversity of networked
computation points within the network and the heterogeneity
of network links and protocol stacks that connect them. Yang
et al. [63] considered the problem of task scheduling for such
networks, in a dynamic setting in which arriving computation
jobs are modelled as chains with nodes representing tasks and
edges representing precedence constraints among tasks, and
proposed a model motivated by signiﬁcant communication
costs in dispersed computing environments, and the communication times are taken into account. Knezevic et al. [64]
designed a runtime scheduling software tool for DCOMP,
which can deploy pipelined computations described in the
form of a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) on multiple geographically dispersed compute nodes at the edge and in the
cloud. Nguyen et al. [65] studied ﬁle transfer times between
geographically dispersed cloud computing points using SCP
(secure copy) and demonstrated via a set of real-world measurement experiments that the end-to-end ﬁle transfer time
in a dispersed computing environment can be modelled as a
quadratic function of the ﬁle size. Ghosh et al. [66] presented
a container orchestration architecture for DCOMP and its
implementation in an open-source software called Jupiter,
which automates the distribution of computational tasks for
complex computational applications described as a DAG to
eﬃciently distribute the tasks among a set of networked compute nodes and orchestrates the execution of the DAG
thereafter.
We believe that DCOMP has the following characteristics
and advantages [67–69]:
(i) DCOMP should have the ability to coordinate various computing resources in heterogeneous networks
for collaborative computing according to speciﬁc
tasks and environment
(ii) DCOMP nodes have programmable capabilities and
can respond dynamically according to the change of

the network conditions, and the overhead associated
with probing or message transmission between
nodes must not signiﬁcantly reduce throughput to
support scalable, robust operation
(iii) DCOMP can quickly sense network bandwidth and
topology changes with the movement of the nodes
to ensure fast response to data service requests without having to send the data back to the rear data
center to process the data locally, which can reduce
the delay in data processing and improve the realtime capability of the combat system
(iv) DCOMP has the ability of crossing heterogeneous
computing platforms to achieve more computing
capabilities, by performing centralized task distribution. The various network components, radios,
smartphones, sensors, and portable cloud computing equipment in DCOMP can be reasonably
applied in the programmable execution environment to maximize the computing capacity of the
battlefront

4. Network Model, Channel Allocation, and
Forwarding Control Mechanism of DCOMP
In the future, the hostile battleﬁeld needs to establish a
centerless, self-organized tactical communication network
consisting of tactical radio stations and individual handheld/vehicle/airborne/shipborne wireless terminals, which can be
regarded as a MANET.
The network of DCOMP is a centerless, multihop, selforganizing, infrastructure-free, peer-to-peer communication
network composed of various wireless communication nodes
without a strict central node. All nodes use on-demand
routing protocols and a proactive routing mechanism to
coordinate their behaviours, which form an independent
network quickly and automatically and perform calculations
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spontaneously and collaboratively. We call them the dispersed ad hoc network (DANET).
4.1. Network Model of DANET. Each tactical end node in the
DANET has both the role of a router and computing host.
The nodes in a DANET environment need to run combatoriented applications and corresponding routing protocols
as routers. The DANET is diﬀerent form MANET for the
reasons of topology changing faster, moving at diﬀerent
speed, lower latency required, and nodes joining or exiting
the net at any time.
It is diﬃcult to communicate the real-time battleﬁeld
environment, situation, and combat command data through
DANET in a hostile battleﬁeld combat environment. The
typical structs of DANET in the battleﬁeld environment is
shown in Figure 6, which is a hierarchical network composed
of independent communication subnets (in each virtual box)
with the original characteristics maintained. A node is
selected as a cluster head in each subnet, and the cluster head
is not only a member of the subnet at this level but also a
member of a superior network.
This struct of DANET enables battleﬁeld information to
be sent directly from the lowest level to the upper level and
enables command orders to be sent directly from the upper
level to the lowest level, reducing manual forwarding though
intermediate links and improving timeliness. The multifrequency hierarchical structure adopted by the DANET implements functions such as command communication,
situational forwarding, and backbone network connection.
4.2. Channel Sharing and Allocation of DANET. The network
is shown in Figure 6, and each subnet uses the same frequency and shares the same channel. Nodes can perform
unicast, multicast, and broadcast communications in the
same subnet. Diﬀerent subnets use diﬀerent frequencies and
channels to avoid interference between the nodes and

improve the frequency reuse rate. The cluster head (such as
the nodes of C1, C2, C3, C4, B3, B2, B1-1, and G1 in
Figure 6) is responsible for forwarding data to achieve communication between diﬀerent subnet nodes. The cluster head
has a duplex frequency and can work on two channels at the
same time, of which one is responsible for communicating
with the subnet and the other channel joins the upper-level
network. Therefore, the cluster head plays a role as the
gateway node connected to other subnets.
The DANET can use ﬁxed channel allocation to solve the
problem of channel allocation and enable the network to
achieve a good balance in reducing interference and improving network connectivity. The channels of the entire network
are uniformly allocated before communication, and the available channels are divided into working channels and standby
channels allocated to each subnet. The diﬀerent adjacent subnets have diﬀerent channels to avoid interference. If the
working channel is subject to external interference, each
node within the subnet will use the standby channel according to the relevant agreement. At the same time, multiple
subchannels are allocated to each subnet, and the channel is
changed when external interference is encountered or at a
speciﬁed time according to the agreement. Each subnet is
used strictly in accordance with the rules of the agreement
to avoid problems of blind channel use and channel resource
contention.
In the tactical edge network, a large number of real-time
applications (such as voice, video, or urgent tasks) are generated with the constant change of network requirements. In
the traditional MANET, the mobile nodes move in the network at will, which will cause strong dynamic characteristics.
The topology of DANET work changes with the movement
of nodes in unpredictable ways and at unpredictable speeds,
which may cause communication interference between adjacent nodes leading to seriously aﬀecting throughput and
transmission delay of the network.
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Table 2: Comparison of diﬀerent routing protocols.

Protocol
Proactive/reactive
routing
Location based
Hierarchy
Multicast
Routing discovery
delay
Routing overhead
Advantages
Disadvantages

AODV

OLSR

DSDV

CGSR

LANMAR

Reactive

Mix

Proactive

Proactive

Proactive

No
Plane
Yes

Yes
Hierarchy
Yes

No
Plane
No

No
Plane
No

Yes
Hierarchy
No

High

Low

Low

Low

High

Low
Compression control
information
Best performance at low
congestion & high density

General
Available
immediately
More resource
than AODV

High

High

Respond quickly

Small time delay

More useless routing
information

Weak adaptability of
topological change

Low
Small routing
table size
Large storage
control

The traditional IEEE 802.11 standard uses the shared
channel model, and the interference increases with the
increase in the number of mobile nodes, resulting in a significant decrease in network performance. In the environment
with dense communication nodes, the application of Multiple Access Control Protocol (MACP) will adversely aﬀect
network performance. When a mobile node enters the communication range of another pair of node pairs, each node
can carry out channel switching, which will cause the mobile
network to continuously receive interference, and channel
allocation is needed for dynamic channel management. In
order to eﬀectively solve the channel interference problem
caused by exposed nodes in DANET, the channel allocation
control algorithm with power control can be used to dynamically negotiate the channel to carry out adaptive channel
allocation. It can realize multiple communications of diﬀerent channels in the same area, reduce the negative eﬀect
caused by the exposed node problem, and improve the capacity of the network [70, 71].
4.3. Routing Protocol and Forwarding Control of DANET.
Due to the feature of poor connection and high dynamic of
the DANET, the routing protocols of traditional MANET
cannot adapt to the low latency and high reliability requirements at the tactical edge. The routing protocols of DANET
must satisfy the actual operational requirements of fast topology changes, high real-time performance, and strong antiinterference capabilities. Therefore, it is necessary to establish
a dispersed organization-aware network programmable
routing protocol and forwarding control strategy in a harsh
battleﬁeld environment.
A hierarchical routing protocol needs a complex cluster
head election algorithm, and the cluster heads are easy to
become the bottleneck of the network for the reason of most
of data forwarded by cluster heads. The typical hierarchical
routing protocols include CGSR (Cluster-head Gateway
Switch Routing Protocol), HSR (Hierarchical State Routing
Protocol) [62], LANMAR (Landmark Ad Hoc Routing
Protocol) [72], etc., and the common table-driven routing
protocols are DSDV (Destination-Sequenced Distance
Vector) [73], WRP (Wireless Routing Protocol) [74], OLSR
(Optimized Link State Routing) [75], AODV (Ad hoc On-

demand Distance Vector Routing) [76], etc. It can be found
that there are multiple routing protocols used in the current
MANET, and diﬀerent types of protocols have diﬀerent
mechanisms with their own characteristics and diﬀerent
environmental adaptabilities. Table 2 shows the diﬀerent
application scenarios and advantages and disadvantages of
the typical routing protocols.
Form Table 2, we can see that the diﬀerent types of
routing protocols have diﬀerent mechanisms in MANET;
each protocol has its own characteristics and adapts to different environments. For example, WRP and GSR have fast
convergence speed, but the node burden is heavy, which is
not suitable for the network with strict requirement on
node energy; OLSR is suitable for the networks with small
mobility, frequent internode communication, and large
scale; AODV has better performance in high-load, highmobility networks. The AODV and OSLR are typical and
mature routing protocols of the MANET, which are very
suitable for the traditional MANET. Because the topology
change speed in traditional MANET is less than the tactical
edge in future wars, the original AODV and OLSR routing
protocols are no longer suitable for this highly dynamic tactical edge environment. We propose a routing protocol
combination of OLSR and AODV to solve hierarchical
routing of networks in harsh battleﬁeld environments for
DANET. The routing protocol of AODV can be used as a
routing protocol for small wireless ad hoc networks within
a subnet, and OLSR as a routing protocol between subnets.
The original AODV and OLSR routing algorithm is diﬃcult
to adapt to complex battleﬁeld environments and needs to
introduce an improved algorithm of OLSR and OLSR
protocols for DANET.
4.3.1. Improvement of OLSR Protocol Based on Dynamic Link
Cost. Applying the OLSR protocol as a tactical edge backbone
network (between tactical edge subnets) is more conducive to
the rapid forwarding of command and control information.
The workﬂow of the OLSR protocol is shown in Figure 7.
However, in the MPR (Multipoint Relays), selection of
the original OLSR protocol only considers the state of physical connectivity of the link, but the bandwidth status of the
link is not considered. In the path calculation, the original
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Figure 7: Workﬂow of the OLSR protocol.

OLSR protocol only considers the minimum number of hops
without link latency, but the delay of the link path is not considered. In the harsh battleﬁeld environment, the amount of
various types of burst data is very large transmitted along
the shortest path, which can easily cause network congestion,
resulting in the decrement of network throughput and packet
transmission rate and increment of transmission delay. The
original OLSR routing protocol only takes the physical connectivity of the link into account, not considering the bandwidth of the link, which obviously cannot meet the
requirement of high service quality in DANET. Therefore,
in order to improve this situation of possible congestion,
the original OLSR protocol needs to improve by considering
link cost of message ﬂooding and path selection to avoid the
bottleneck of the network for data transmission.
In order to implement the improved OLSR protocol
based on the dynamic link cost, it is necessary to modify
the Hello packet, TC packet, routing topology table, etc.
and add “Cost” information into the package. In the complex
battleﬁeld environment, the delay requirement of information transmission is very strict. The dynamic link cost function should not be too complicated, which needs to adjust
according to changes of network conditions (such as bandwidth, delay, packet loss rate, and energy consumption) to
reduce routing congestion. Therefore, the “Cost” can be set as
Cost = 1/B_link,

ð1Þ

where “Cost” is the link weight and “B_link” is the link
bandwidth.
We can add “Cost” to the Hello packet (a), TC packet (b),
and routing topology table (c), as shown in Figure 8.
In the Hello packet, the “Cost” is the cost of the link from
the node to the neighbor node. In the TC packet, the “Cost” is
the link cost between the node and the MPR node. In the
routing topology table, the “Cost” is the link cost between
“T_dest_Address” and “T_last_Address.” During path calculation, the cost of the link is obtained from the network topology table, which is used as the link weight value, and the
Dijkstra algorithm is called to obtain the optimized path after
considering the link bandwidth status.
4.3.2. Improvement of the AODV Protocol Based on Dynamic
Link Cost. Each router (the cluster head) in the DANET can

access the node in the subnet, and the subnet can form
multiple relatively small wireless ad hoc networks through
wireless connections. The AODV protocol is used at the
inside subnet of the MANET. The original AODV protocol has well performance when the nodes move faster
and a large amount of business data uses the minimum
hop path between the source node and the destination
node for routing selection. The minimum hop path is
not necessarily the best path, which can cause network
congestion and aﬀect network performance. Therefore,
the routing algorithm based on dynamic link cost is also
needed to improve the original protocol of AODV in
DANET.
Deﬁne Pathðs, dÞ as all feasible paths from source node s
to destination node d, set k as the number of elements in the
path, and Pathi ðs, dÞ represents a feasible path from node s to
node d (i ≤ k). The hop count of the path is hopðPathðs, dÞÞ,
and eij represents the link between nodes V i and V j . Set the
bandwidth of the link to be B_link, the real-time bandwidth
of the link is B_use, and the request bandwidth of the service
is B_req:
The improved model must satisfy
Bf = min fB_req − ðB_link − B_useÞg,


B_link − B_use
Br = max
:
B_link

ð2Þ

(i) Bf: bandwidth fragment. When selecting a link, one
should try to select a link with a request bandwidth
that is close to the actual available bandwidth value,
so that the bandwidth fragmentation is as small as
possible to achieve the purpose of improving bandwidth utilization
(ii) Br: bandwidth ratio. Under the condition that the
requested bandwidth and the actual available bandwidth are as close as possible, the links with a large
ratio of the actual available bandwidth to the link’s
own bandwidth should be selected to reduce the
probability of congestion on the link caused by sudden bandwidth requirements
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Figure 8: Add dynamic link “Cost” to improve the OLSR protocol.

Based on the above two indicators, the link cost function
is determined as

Cost =



8
αjðBlink − Buse Þ/Blink j + β lg Breg − ðBlink − Buse Þ
>
>
ðBr ≠ 1Þ,
>
<
HopðPathi ðs, d ÞÞ
>
1
>
>
 ðB = 1Þ,
: 
β Breg − ðBlink − Buse Þ r

ð3Þ
where α and β are adjustable proportion coeﬃcients of
bandwidth fragmentation and bandwidth ratio, and the size
of the two can be adjusted according to the demand;
hopðPathi ðs, dÞÞ is the number of hops from node s to node
d. The link “Cost” value can be adjusted according to the link
bandwidth status and traﬃc demand status in real time.
The “Cost” is added to the routing request packet and
response packet, respectively, and the cost information of
the path can be obtained when the routing calculation is
ﬁnally performed, as shown in Figure 9.
4.4. Congestion Control Strategy of DANET. The DANET also
can be considered a typical DTN, and the congestion control
of this kind of network has the following challenges: (1) there
may be no communication opportunities in the future, (2)
the received save transmission messages cannot be dropped,
(3) reserve a cache space for diﬀerent service types, and (4)
reject new connections when storage is full. The research of
congestion control strategies in DTN mainly includes node
packet loss strategies and message weight calculation models.

The entire process of the congestion control strategy includes
the processes of receiving messages and comparing weights
of sending messages. To judge the message discarding
according to the current congestion and weight comparison,
we design a speciﬁc method shown in Figure 10. If there is no
congestion, the message is put into the buﬀer; if it is congested, the preservation weight of the message is compared
with the preservation weight of the node. If the message
weight is greater than the node weight, the message with
the smallest weight in the node buﬀer is discarded until there
is enough space in the buﬀer to accommodate the new
message.
For the calculation of the weight of a message, the size of
the message, the initial lifetime, and the remaining survival
time are mainly considered. Formula (4) gives the calculation
method of message weight:

Wri =

TTLmi BS j
×
,
TTL0
Smi

ð4Þ

where W ri represents the weight when the message i arrives
at node j, TTLmi represents the remaining survival time for
message i, TTL0 represents the initial lifetime of all messages
in the network, BS j is the buﬀer size of node j, and Smi is the
size of message i. As can be seen from Equation (4), the
shorter the remaining survival time, the lower the probability
of the message reaching the destination node; the smaller the
weight of the message, the larger the size of the message; and
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Figure 9: Add dynamic link “Cost” to improve the AODV protocol.

For each node j, the transmission time threshold is diﬃcult to calculate and can be estimated by
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N
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Put in
Buﬀer

N

Refuse new
messages

Y
Discards the message with the smallest weight in the
node buﬀer and puts in a new message

W ij= Smi ,
VT j

Figure 10: The process of the congestion control strategy for
DANET.

the greater the preservation cost, the lower the transmission
success rate and the larger the weight of the message.
The formula for calculating the weights of nodes is shown
in
M

∑ j W ri
EW j = i
,
Mj

ð6Þ

where SLj represents the communication range of node j, V N j
represents the moving speed of node j, and δ represents the
weighted value of transmission. When the communication
range of node j is larger, the communication time between
other nodes and node j is longer. When the moving speed
of node j is faster, the contact time between node j and other
nodes is shorter.
Formula (7) gives the calculation method for the
forwarding delay of message i:

Y
Message weight >
Node weight

SLj
× δ,
VNj

ð5Þ

ð7Þ

where W ij represents the forwarding delay of the message i
and buﬀered in node j, Smi is the size of the message i, and
V T j represents the data transmission speed of node j. The
forwarding delay of message i is obtained by the ratio of the
size of message i to the data transmission rate of node j.
When the size of message i is larger, the transmission delay
at a certain transmission speed is longer and the buﬀer of
node j is larger, resulting in the greater cost of node j to forward message i and the lower success rate of forwarding.
When the forwarding speed of node j is faster, the forwarding
delay of each message in the buﬀer is shorter, resulting in the
forwarding success rate being higher.

5. The Architecture Design of DCOMP
where M j is the total number of messages in the buﬀer of node
j and EW j is the average preservation weight of node j.
When a node tries to send a message, check whether
there are any messages in the buﬀer that are smaller than
the transmission time threshold. If it exists, it uses the greedy
strategy to preferentially forward the message with the
smallest transmission time; otherwise, it does not forward
it. The transmission time threshold is derived from the
node’s moving speed and communication range.

In the scenario of DCOMP, the communication bandwidth
between diﬀerent nodes is very limited and heterogeneous,
and the computing nodes support diﬀerent computing capabilities. Figure 11 shows the dataﬂow and architecture of
DCOMP, which connects nodes with computing capabilities
to the DANET to communicate directly or indirectly, greatly
reducing the time for data transmission and processing. In
the paradigm of DCOMP, the nodes are both consumers of
data and producers of data.
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Figure 11: The dataﬂow and architecture of DCOMP.

As shown in Figure 11, the architecture of DCOMP can
be seen that the data can be processed not only at local but
also on geographical NCPs. These dispersed computing
nodes can perform data collection/transfer/caching/processing, computation oﬄoading, and task scheduling to realize
the function of traditional distributed computing.
5.1. The Computing Core and Unit of DCOMP5. Aiming at
the computing model in DANET, we intend to promote the
computing model in the distributed environment, which
expands the concept of the core of distributed computing
and deﬁnes the role of NCPs as two types according to the
available software and hardware:
(i) Computing core (CC): it mainly includes the main
program running on the cluster head node, which is
responsible for managing the execution process of
the entire computing task and abstracted as the
application computing core in DCOMP
(ii) Computing unit (CU): it mainly includes the real
computing program running on general nodes,
responsible for speciﬁc computing tasks and
abstracted as a computing unit in DCOMP
Diﬀerent from the traditional distributed computing
architecture execution ﬂow, the calculation of the main control program in CC and the calculation program in CU are
performed at a diﬀerent node. The CC may also assume the
role of CU in DCOMP. Figure 12 shows the struct of the
CC and CU.
When the main program (CC code) at the cluster head
node (C1) starts the main program and executes the ﬁrst calculation program function (xFuction1), C1 actively queries
available computing resources (software and hardware) from
the local resource database to schedule and allocate computing resources on a general node (Un) according to the request

of the CC code. The main program notiﬁes the management
program on the general node (Un) of the code and data and
starts the computing program (CU code) after oﬄoading the
code and data to Un and returns the status to the CC code
after completing the calculation task to maintain the data
consistency. The CC code continues to execute the second
calculation program function (xFuction2). It still needs to
apply for resources again and notify the assigned general
node (Um) management program to oﬄoad the code and
data and start the calculation. The CC code continues to execute the calculation process until the entire computing task is
completed.
The CC code and the CU code are usually not on the
same node in DCOMP, but their roles are interchangeable.
The code in traditional distributed computing architecture
is usually deployed by the master node to the slave node at
one time. The master node controls the program fragments
in the slave node to perform related calculations, and the
calculation results are summarized in the master node
regardless of the current position, resources, and status of
the slave node. In the DCOMP, the CC is responsible for
maintaining all ﬂow and CU positions and resource information list and updated in time after the execution of the CC
code to ensure that all calculation data are correctly accessed
to maintain the data consistency.
5.2. The Software Stack of DCOMP. The software stack of
DCOMP includes an application software layer, programming framework layer, resource management layer, network
communication layer, operating system layer, and device
layer, as shown in Figure 13.
The programmable computing framework includes the
TCL (Tool Command Language) [77] interpreter and its
programming model formed by the runtime environment.
It provides a set of available interpretation instructions for
programmers to write applications with distributed
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Figure 13: The software stack of DCOMP.

semantics. By using these interpretation instructions explicitly, users can concentrate on program performance optimization, such as the development of parallelism between CC
and CU, without paying too much attention to details such
as the heterogeneity of underlying resources, dynamic
resource binding, and load balancing.
In the programmable network framework, network
scheduling and forwarding control of NCPs in DANET is a
diﬃcult problem. Programmable network programming
model and protocol speciﬁcations for interactive use between
each node can provide network-aware programming interfaces and scheduling programming interfaces, connectivity

and bandwidth utilization awareness, path state threshold
calculation and failure analysis, real-time path changes, and
other programmable capabilities [78, 79].

6. The Programming Model for DCOMP
Traditional distributed computing environments generally
hard code all kinds of algorithms and software to each node
and transmit commands with adjustable parameters to call
and control the software of each node, which will not be able
to meet the requirements of the rapid and ﬂexible call of various resources in future war. Is it feasible to download the
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compiled executable image to each node? The answer is
negative, because most nodes are sometimes inaccessible in
physical resources or ﬁle transfer at a very high cost. Generally, the energy eﬃciency of transmitting executable compiled executable images to each node through the network
is very low (high communication costs and limited node
energy).
In the harsh battleﬁeld environment, it is required that
DCOMP be able to provide task computing as an aggregated
whole, not just to provide services as a single node, needing to
achieve DCOMP nodes that have the ability to be programmable dynamically. This means that an NCP connected to
the network at any time will be able to inject instructions into
the network to perform a given task. The instructions will call
a single node based on the needs of the combat mission, network status, and physical resources.
6.1. Programmable Computing Model for DCOMP
6.1.1. Programmable Model. This paper proposes a programmable framework for DCOMP, which attempts to complete
the computing tasks by a user-deﬁned way in the dispersed
networking environment. We called this kind of node a programmable dispersed computing node (PDCN). The framework of the programmable computing model is shown in
Figure 14. The framework can be divided into the hardware
layer, hardware adaptive layer (device driver), operating system (OS) layer, programmable software layer, and PDCNs in
DCOMP to achieve data communication and computation
oﬄoading through DMANT.
(i) Hardware layer includes a wireless transceiver module, various sensors, timers, and other computing
hardware resources
(ii) Hardware adaptive layer provides various types of
equipment drives
(iii) Operating system layer provides all standard functions and services of the multithread environment
required for the programmable software layer. The
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Figure 15: The composition of the programmable language.

ﬁrmware provides the functions necessary for hardware resource calls, thread/ﬁle/communication
operations, etc,
(iv) Programmable software layer provides the running
time environment for the programmable language
6.1.2. Programmable Language. The basic idea of programmability is to make nodes have the ability to be programmable through control scripts, including the scripting language
and the corresponding programming model. The scripting
language needs to deﬁne and implement the appropriate
functions/commands in order to use them as building blocks
(such as the basic commands of a script). Each of these
commands will abstract a speciﬁc task from the tactical end
node (communication with other nodes, sensors to obtain
battleﬁeld data, etc.). The scripting language also needs to
construct the syntax of the corresponding control script,
including syntax for ﬂow control (such as loops and conditional statements), syntax for variable processing, and syntax
for expression calculation. Figure 15 shows the composition
of a programmable language.
As we can see from Figure 15, the PDCN ﬁrst parses the
statement of the programmable code and then judges the
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execution ﬂow of the statement. If the statement is an “event
handler,” then the workﬂow will enter the function of the
“event handler program.” If the statement is “variable
processing,” “expression calculation,” or “execute external
API,” the program will execute the corresponding operations, until the end of the program.
The basic script interpreter can use the open-source syntax interpreter TCL, which provides well extensibility and
portability for programmable languages. All basic commands
(such as switch, if, while, and other commands) can be
deﬁned as the new programmable script syntax using the
standard TCL.
According to the model of DANET, the script can be
viewed as a state machine aﬀected by external events (like
interrupt messages) including network messages from
DANET, sensed data, and timer period timeout. The programming model is used to deﬁne an event progress, which
determines the execution ﬂow based on the current state,
and the new event or state will be processed. Figure 16 shows
the workﬂow of the programmable model of a typical PDCN.
6.1.3. Runtime Environment. As important as programmable
languages and models is the runtime environment running
the script. Diﬀerent PDCNs provide diﬀerent resources
including diﬀerent hardware and software resources.
For example, PDCN A has a transceiver and a magnetometer, PDCN B has two transceivers and a camera, and
their operating systems are diﬀerent. The programmable language framework solves the heterogeneity of PDCNs through
abstraction and deﬁnes and adds arbitrary tasks in the runtime environment through the extended API provided by
the abstract module/service interface constructed by the programmable framework.
All devices have ﬁxed interfaces to operate on events
through four commands: Query, Act, CreateEventID, and
DisposeEventID. Query requires the device to obtain device
hardware and software information; Act instructs the device
to perform actions (modify some parameters of the device,
perform some actions); CreateEventID describes the speciﬁc
event that the device can generate, provides a name or ID for
this event, and waits for the speciﬁc event returned with that
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Figure 17: Programmable software code structure.

name in the command; and DisposeEventID unregisters the
event and releases the resources.
Even two PDCNs have the same functionality, and the
hardware or operating systems may be diﬀerent. In order to
facilitate the migration process, it is necessary to clearly separate the OS layer- and hardware layer-speciﬁc code from the
solidiﬁed code and function deﬁnition code. In order to
implement the functions deﬁned in programmable software,
it needs to identify the code’s dependencies with the operating system and the hardware and create associated abstract
constructor interfaces. The constructor interface is deﬁned
separately in the code ﬁle (such as .c ﬁle), and developers
can easily identify and migrate a code to suit the MANET
environment. The operating system needs to support for creating and starting threads/tasks, as well as for deﬁning, publishing, and suspending message queues. In addition, the
hardware access code is deﬁned to realize low-level hardware
resource call and manage. Figure 17 illustrates the code structure of the programmable software.
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Figure 18: The components and dataﬂow of the programmable network model.

6.2. Programmable Network Model for DCOMP. In order to
solve the network scheduling and forwarding control of
PDCN in DANET, it is necessary to design a programmable
network model for DCOMP and a protocol speciﬁcation for
interactive use among entities according to the model. The
model provides the network-aware and scheduling programming interface, which supports programmability of connectivity and path bandwidth awareness, state threshold
calculation and failure analysis, and real-time path choice.
Figure 18 shows the components and dataﬂow of the programmable network model in DANET.
6.2.1. Network Control Module. The module provides
network-aware and network scheduling programming entry
and receives the task distribution plan issued by CC, which
is combined with the network connectivity state diagram to
generate the instruction table and then sent to the relevant
forwarding controller and packet processor to implement
network scheduling.
6.2.2. Network Switching Module. The module receives the
network programming instruction table generated by the
network control module and performs data packet processing and forwarding according to the table. It includes the
following:
(i) Packet processor ﬁlters the data according to the
matching rules in the instruction table, then splits,
assembles, and adjusts the data packets according
to the control commands, and sends them to the forwarding controller
(ii) Forwarding controller forwards the data according
to the control commands and instruction table

(iii) Network programming instruction table is a command list consisting of forwarding and packet processing instructions, which includes data match
description in each line. The forwarding and packet
processing instruction is distributed by the network
control module to the network switching module
6.2.3. Network Monitoring Module. The module is responsible for monitoring the status of the component, receiving
and sending the statistics and exchanging information, querying the statistical commands sent by the network-aware
programmable interface, and communicating between the
network control module and network switching module.
The monitoring information mainly includes the dataﬂow,
quality and theoretical bandwidth of the channel, and
resource occupation of each node of the channel.
6.2.4. Network-Aware Programming Interface. The interface
drives the monitoring module to collect information such
as the connection status, bandwidth, and dataﬂow in the network and calculates path bandwidth utilization and status
threshold, analyses and optimizes the network path, locates
failures, and implements network-aware programming.
6.2.5. Network Schedule Programming Interface. The computational task uses this interface to drive the network control
module to generate, publish, and adjust the network programming instruction table according to the network status
and the computing task, to realize the real-time dynamic
scheduling of the network on demand.
The programmable protocol of DANET is used to
regulate the transmission of data, control commands, and
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monitoring awareness information; the red part is shown in
Figure 18.
6.2.6. Instruction Table Distribution and Network Scheduling
Protocol. The protocol is used between the network control
module and the network switching module to transmit
scheduling commands and programming instruction tables,
which mainly include the following: collect, update, release,
merge, and serialize the instruction table.
6.2.7. Packet Processing Protocol. The protocol is used
between the network switching module and data network
to transmit and standardize the processing mechanism for
messages, including the deﬁnition of the structure of the data
package format and the packaging/unpacking methods for
data packets in the DANET.
6.2.8. Network State Awareness Protocol. The protocol is used
between the network control module and the network
monitoring module to collect network status, monitor
commands, and collect network awareness information,
including the network status collection command format,
the monitoring data message deﬁnition format, the regulation of the ﬂow of messages and commands, and the monitoring data aggregation.

7. Task Awareness and Computing
Scheduling of DCOMP for the Tactical Edge
7.1. Discovery and Decomposition Task in the Tactical Edge
for DCOMP. In the harsh battleﬁeld environment, the mismatch between the resources of the computing nodes and
the requirements of the combat mission will lead to the low
utilization rate of the resources. The relationship mapping
model between the attributes and the potential requirements
of the task should be established, and the task group should
be found according to the multiple attributes of the task, to
provide the support for the computing in the PDCN.
In order to cope with the sudden increase in resource
requirements for combat mission in the harsh battleﬁeld
environment of the future tactical edge, it is necessary to
oﬄoad the computing tasks to the PDCNs in DANET for
collaborative computing to reduce the load of a single computing node. The goal of the computation oﬄoading in the
nodes of DCOMP is to reduce the resource excessive consumption in a single computing node and the network load
on the premise of ensuring the QoS of task quality in the tactical edge. To eﬀectively solve the problem of resource competition and quality QoS degradation caused by the surge of
computing tasks, the computation oﬄoading of DCOMP
should consider the participation of multiple computing
nodes, multiparty collaboration, and multiple factors, which
include computing, storage, and the cost of communication
resources. In order to minimize the cost and maximize the
beneﬁt for DCOMP, it is necessary to build the task awareness and computing scheduling mechanism by considering
the constraints of beneﬁt and cost functions. On the premise
of satisfying the constraint conditions, the beneﬁt and cost of
each computing node in the DANET will be calculated,
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Table 3: Combat mission attribute table.
Attributes

Central characteristic

Task time

Time or period to perform a task
Locations frequently performing
operational task
Resources frequently needed by task
Task-speciﬁc operational
resources needed

Task location
Resources required
Resource oﬀset of
task requirements

which can maximize the beneﬁt and performance of the
whole calculation platform to complete the task.
7.1.1. Relationship Mapping Model of Task Attributes and
Potential Requirements. There is a relationship between the
attributes of most combat tasks on the tactical edge and their
potential resource requirements. Due to the large scale of
combat tasks and attributes, it is necessary to build a model
to simplify the mapping relationship between task attributes
and potential requirements to facilitate the discovery of computing tasks with typical central characteristics in multiple
dimensions. For example, the frequency of combat location
and the speciﬁc times have typical central characteristics.
Therefore, in addition to the conventional attributes of time,
space, and priori knowledge, many can be added to design
more behavioural attributes around the centrality of the combat missions. The centrality of the combat missions is shown
in Table 3:
It can use the centrality discovery algorithm to obtain the
centrality information of the combat mission under multiple
attributes from several records and select the central oﬀset or
distance of multiple attributes to describe the tactical task.
Firstly, the information such as time period t and location
l can be extracted, and then, calculate the center oﬀset of each
attribute according to the information. The original spatiotemporal information is projected into a new vector space
d 1 ðe1 Þ, where the coordinates of each point represent the oﬀset of the corresponding center point from it.
The mapping model of the potential requirements and
the attributes of combat missions can be described as a nonlinear model, and the multidimensional attributes of combat
mission access content, location, time, and traﬃc extracted at
time t can be represented as
X t = ðx1 ðt Þ, x2 ðt Þ, x3 ðt Þ, ⋯, xn ðt ÞÞ,

ð8Þ

where x1 ðtÞ, x2 ðtÞ, x3 ðtÞ, ⋯, xn ðtÞ represent multidimensional attributes, respectively.
The potential demand of the combat mission is
expressed as the required resource of the combat mission
at the next moment t + 1, expressed as YðtÞ. The importance of multiple attributes to the potential requirements
of a combat mission is
A = ða1 , a2 , a3 ,⋯,an Þ,

ð9Þ

where a1 , a2 , a3 , ⋯, an represent the importance of multidimensional attributes, respectively.
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Figure 19: The calculation process of the time series similarity matrix.

The potential relationship between tactical tasks and
multiattribute mapping can be described as
Y ðt + 1Þ = f ða1 x1 ðt Þ, a2 x2 ðt Þ,⋯,an xn ðt ÞÞ,


Y ðt + 1Þ = f ða1 , a2 ,⋯,an ÞT ∙ðx1 ðt Þ, x2 ðt Þ,⋯,xn ðt ÞÞ ,


Y ðt + 1Þ = f AT ∙X ,
ð10Þ
where f is a nonlinear function, which can be approximated
as
M

f ðxÞ = 〠 Pi ðxÞwi ðwi ∈ RÞ,

ð11Þ

where Pi ðxÞ is a polynomial function that is generally used
as a basis function in models for nonlinear system
identiﬁcation.
It can choose an entropy-based classiﬁcation algorithm
(random forest or decision tree algorithm) to build the
relationship between multiple attributes and potential
requirements of the combat mission, which can take XðtÞ =
ðx1 ðtÞ, x2 ðtÞ,⋯,xn ðtÞÞ as input and Yðt + 1Þ as output for
model training.
The random forest algorithm or decision tree algorithm
constructs the decision tree for the extracted training data
set and feature subset, and the ﬁnal classiﬁcation result is
classiﬁed by the decision tree voting, as shown in the following formula:
H ðxÞ = arg

k

maxv 〠ðI ðhi ðxÞ = Y ÞÞ

!!
,

ð12Þ

where HðxÞ is a combined classiﬁcation model, hi is a single
decision tree, I is the characteristic function, and Y is the
target variable. The split indicator of the decision tree is
Gini. The importance of each attribute can be obtained by
calculating the mean of the Gini index.
7.1.2. Large-Scale Eﬃcient Similarity Matrix Calculation. The
time, location, access content sequence, and traﬃc of the task

attributes with diﬀerent dimensions and diﬀerent value
ranges need to eliminate the diﬀerences between the attributes and characterize the dynamic behaviours. By calculating the similarity of the speciﬁc attribute time series of
diﬀerent tasks and eliminating the diﬀerence in attribute
dimensions, the similarity of the time series containing the
dynamics of the combat mission can be obtained to form a
similar matrix of task behaviour.
The similarity matrix of combat mission of time series is
used to form the similarity matrix between combat missions.
Figure 19 shows the calculation process of the time series
similarity matrix for combat missions.
The attribute sequence Ai and A j of the combat mission is
extracted from the temporal composition sequence of the
combat mission. According to the attribute sequence of the
combat mission, the appropriate similarity calculation
method can be used to calculate the similarity Pij between
the two combat missions. For all combat missions, the similarity under diﬀerent attributes is calculated in pairs, and the
similarity matrix PS and PT under multiple attributes of the
combat mission can be obtained. PS and PT are the space
location and time of the combat mission, respectively:
2

p11
S

6
PS = 6
4⋮
2

pm1
S
p11
T

6
PT = 6
4⋮

pn1
T

⋯

p1m
S

3

7
⋮ 7
5,
mm
⋯ pS
3
⋯ p1n
T
7
⋱ ⋮7
5:
⋯ pnn
T
⋱

ð13Þ

It is assumed that similar combat missions in geographical location will be more similar, while those far away in geographical location will be less similar. According to the
geographical position of the combat mission, the combat
mission can be divided to calculate the similar matrix preferentially similar in geographical position, which can greatly
reduce the amount of calculation of the similarity matrix.
The speciﬁc algorithm is shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 20: Large-scale eﬃcient similarity matrix calculation method.

7.1.3. Resource Discovery Based on Weighted Similarity
Matrix Fusion. After obtaining the mapping model of combat mission attributes and potential resource requirements,
in order to eliminate the parameter dimension diﬀerences
between the attributes and quickly ﬁnd the combat mission
group, it is necessary to fuse the similarity matrices of multiple attributes and segment the fused similarity matrix.
The similarity matrix fusion method can eﬀectively
improve the system’s resolution ability by fusing similarity
matrices with diﬀerent attributes, while retaining the information of the original similarity matrix to the greatest extent.
Therefore, the sum of the distance between the fused similarity matrix and the original similarity matrix should be the
smallest, as shown in Figure 21.
Set P to be the similarity matrix after fusion, the weights
α, β, γ reﬂect the behaviour attribute, and S, T, I reﬂect the
importance of the potential needs of tactical task. The goal
of calculation of the similarity matrix is to minimize the
sum of the distances between P and the original similarity
matrix PS , PT , PI of multiple attributes. The speciﬁc model
is described as follows:
min αkP − PI k22 + βkP − PT k22 + γkP − PS k22 + λkPk1 , ð14Þ
s:t:α + β + γ = 1,

ð15Þ

α ≥ 0, β ≥ 0, γ ≥ 0,

ð16Þ

1 ≥ Pij ≥ 0, i, j ∈ ½1, N :

ð17Þ

The second norm term in formula (14) indicates the
distance of the similarity matrix of the corresponding data

𝛽

𝛼

I

T

Fusion matrix
𝛾
S

Figure 21: Schematic diagram of fusion similarity matrix
calculation.

relative to the fusion result matrix, and λ is the sparse rule
operator. Formula (15) represents the normalized weights
of the three types of data relative to the ﬁnal fusion result.
Formula (16) limits the weights of various types of data in
the optimization formula and the range of sparse rule operator weights. Formula (17) shows the value range of each element in the fusion result matrix P. λkPk1 is a continuous
convex function, and αkP − PI k22 + βkP − PT k22 is a continuously diﬀerentiable function and satisﬁes the Lipschitz conditions. The Lipschitz continuous gradient is L(f). Set
f ðPÞ = αkP − PI k22 + βkP − PT k22 and gðsÞ = λkPk1 , then
 
∇f P ′ −∇f ðPÞ

2
2

2

≤ Lð f Þ P ′ − P 2 :

ð18Þ
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Figure 22: Structure diagram of a resource-aware process.

For such problems, one can use a fast-iterative shrinkagethread should algorithm (FISTA) for calculation at S as
follows:
PðSÞ+ < ∇f ðSÞ, S ′ − S > +

L
S′ − S
2

2

=

L
1
S ′ − S + ∇f ðSÞ
2
L

2

+ const,

ð19Þ
where L is the Lipschitz constant, and the available iteration
value by ignoring the constants is
(
)
2
L
1
Sk+1 = argmins
S − Sk − ∇f ðSk Þ
+ λ Sk1 :
2
L
2
ð20Þ
The initial value is given according to the actual situation
during the calculation and iterates according to the above
formula until convergence, to obtain the ﬁnal similarity
matrix after fusion.
In the process of calculation and fusion of similar matrices, various attributes of combat missions have been included
and the information of requirements of potential combat
mission and activity locations can be obtained, providing
resource scheduling and matching for DCOMP.
7.2. Real-Time Perception and Management of Resources for
DCOMP. At the tactical edge, various wireless links are
widely used and caused the diﬀerent transmission qualities.
Obviously, the DANET is a heterogeneous network with a
mixed network of broadband and narrowband in a complex
battleﬁeld environment, which can be subject to various

Table 4: Data package structure of resource description
information.
Serial
number

Packet
deﬁnition

1
2

ResName
ResId

3

ResHostId

4
5

ResExpTime
ResPosition

6

ResDes

7

ResQuality

Message description
Name of the resource
Category ID of the resource
Host address of the resource
provider
Expiration time of the resource
Location of the resource provider
Description of the resource
function
Resource quality

kinds of aggression such as battle and electronic interference
impact. In DANET, the resource management is a dynamic
process that can be dynamically perceived and discovered.
The resources mainly include various resources of diﬀerent
network bandwidths, services, and hardware in DANET. As
the topology of DANET changes dynamically, the resourceaware algorithm should adapt to the plug and play of available resources, and the resources of nodes can be perceived
in time by other nodes in the entire network of DCOMP.
The purpose of resource awareness is when a resource is provided by a PDCN in DANET, other nodes in the network can
identify the resource, and when the resource is revoked, other
nodes can also know that the resource is out of date and no
longer provided.
By considering the limitations of nodes on memory,
CPU, storage, and other resources, the algorithm running
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Figure 23: Task-coordinated planning and scheduling mechanism.
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Figure 24: The workﬂow of computation oﬄoading.

on PDCN should not be too complicated. According to the
diﬀerent statuses of nodes in DANET, the protocol can be
divided into resource awareness modules, client agents on
the common node (CU node), and directory agents on
cluster head nodes (CC node). Figure 22 shows the structure
diagram of a resource-aware process.
As shown in Figure 22, the CU node is generally responsible for the calculation of various tasks, which needs to
register its own ﬁxed resources (camera, storage, communication resources, and various sensors) to the CC node
through the resource registration module. Various real-time
changing resources (real-time CPU/memory usage, network
bandwidth) can be queried/responded by the CC node
through the resource query module. The CC node is a cluster
head node responsible for managing the resources of the CU

nodes and collaborative communicating and computing with
external CC nodes. Generally, a CC node has a local resource
database, a resource registration module, a resource query
module, and a global resource database. The resource registration module obtains the resource data of the CU nodes
within the range of the CC node and stores in the local
resource database. A CC node regularly manages and backs
up the computing resource data of the entire DANET by collecting resource data from other CC nodes. Other CC nodes
also can obtain the resource data from the resource query
mode of this CC node. The resource database of the CC node
mainly stores various resource description data including the
name, node address, and some related descriptions of the
resource. The resource description information in the traditional SDP (Service Discovery Protocol) only contains the
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resource name and the address of the resource provider [80].
The resource description of DANET should contain the
information such as function description, resource category,
provider identiﬁcation, network environment parameters,
performance state parameters, and location. Therefore, when
multiple resources can meet task needs in terms of functions,
the optimal node can be selected based on the information to
perform the computing task. For a DANET, resource
description information needs to include the following
aspects: name, category ID, host address, expiration time,
location, resource function description, and quality information of the resource. Therefore, resource description information is the basis of the resource aware protocol, and the
carrier of resource description information transmission in
the protocol is the deﬁnition of the data package. Table 4
shows the data package structure of resource description
information.
7.3. Resource Planning and Scheduling for DCOMP. In the
complex and changeable battleﬁeld environment, according
to the objective, determination, and mission of the combat
mission, starting from the integration support of information
acquisition, integrated processing, and strike command communication, it is necessary to perform reasonable metatask
scheduling according to the status and resource capabilities
of DANET and achieve reasonable sharing of resources and
mutual cooperation for completing the combat mission.
The scheduling problem of computing resources is a mixed
constraint planning problem that involves both time and
resource allocation. Based on the resource description, task,
and resource mapping model, the formal deﬁnition is established from the ability of resources to meet mission requirements and the priorities of the deﬁned process and integrity
constraints.
In order to realize the dynamic optimal scheduling and
conﬂict avoidance of computing tasks and resources, reduce
the time complexity of the whole network resource collaborative processing and load of resource providers and improve
the eﬃciency and robustness of DCOMP, to achieve the goal
of global optimization and comprehensive combat mission
execution successfully. The collaborative planning and
scheduling of computing tasks are shown in Figure 23.
Computing task planning and scheduling are determined
based on the characteristics of combat mission requirements
and the resource characteristics. Diﬀerent computing tasks
have diﬀerent requirements for resources, and diﬀerent
resources have diﬀerent capabilities to meet the task, which
leads to multitask planning requirements. In multitasking
planning and scheduling, the satisfaction of task requirements and resource consumption determine the comprehensive eﬃciency of a multitasking system. The satisfaction of
task requirements has a positive impact on comprehensive
eﬃciency, and excessive resource consumption has a negative
impact. According to the parameters of computing task and
resource provider, it is necessary to deﬁne planning objectives and related constraints and establish a multitasking
planning model. According to the comprehensive eﬃciency
and its changing rule of “task number” and “resource number” in diﬀerent application scenarios, the optimal ratio of
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Figure 25: A typical tactical edge combat scenario.

“task number” and “resource number” can be obtained, and
the relative optimal multitasking arrangement scheme needs
to be established.
In the actual task execution process, the possible problems such as adding, deleting, and changing tasks and running faults may occur frequently, and a new task scheduling
plan needs to be recalculated according to the changes and
the original task planning.
7.4. Computation Oﬄoading for DCOMP. The calculation,
storage, and battery capacity of a single computing node is
very limited, but the tasks that need to be processed on the
node are becoming more and more complicated in the tactical
edge. There is a contradiction between the large amount of
computing resources consumed by computing intensive applications and the limited resources of a single computing node.
In order to solve the contradiction between the limited service
resources and the unlimited computing task requirements, the
task needs to be distributed to the node at DANET for computational oﬄoading [81]. Computation oﬄoading is mainly
performed on the CC nodes, which can oﬄoad some computing tasks to the CU nodes on DANET. The nodes performing
computation oﬄoading not only need to send computing
tasks and receive computational results but also need to
execute computing tasks, to reduce response delays for timeintensive tasks, which is diﬀerent from the traditional computing paradigm of MEC, FC, etc. The major steps include
computing node discovery, task segmentation, oﬄoading
decision, task submission, remote task execution, and calculation result feedback. The traditional computation oﬄoading
uses virtual machine migration to deploy the entire application to the service platform for execution, requires high
network bandwidth, and results in low eﬃciency, which is
not suitable for the environments of complex, highly dynamic,
and weakly connected at tactical edges which is not suitable for
complex and highly dynamic environments, leading to weak
connection at tactical edges. [82]. The process of computation
oﬄoading is shown in Figure 24.
(i) Resource Discovery. Find collaborative computing
nodes that can perform computing tasks in the
current DANET. The computing node can be a
high-performance computer located in a remote
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(a) Network model

(b) Routing path

Figure 26: The OPNET network model of DANET.

data center or a handheld terminal with limited
computing ability
(ii) Task Segmentation. In the preparation phase of
computation oﬄoading, the results of the segment
of computational tasks have a signiﬁcant impact on
the performance of computation oﬄoading. The
granularity of task segmentation can be divided into
method, module, and thread levels based on the
discovered resources
(iii) Oﬄoading Decision. Deciding whether to perform
computation oﬄoading to a CU node mainly
depends on the overhead of network delay, the
energy consumption, the current status of the CU
node, and the computing task
(iv) Remote Execution and Task Submission. This module is responsible for packaging the programmable
code (described in Section 4) and data that needed
to be calculated and sent to the CU node
(v) Task Execution: Execute the programmable code
oﬄoaded to the CU node according to the programmable model described in Section 5
(vi) Result Feedback. The calculation result feedback is
the last step of the computation oﬄoading. After
the CU node feeds back the calculation results to
the CC node, the network connection between the
CU node and the CC node is released and the
computation oﬄoading is ﬁnished
All the resources of computing nodes are deployed in a
distributed manner on the DANET, and each computing
node can upload calculation results anytime and anywhere
and at any movement speed [83].

8. The Application Scenario Analysis of
DCOMP in Future Wars
In the future, military operations such as evacuation, peacekeeping, and counter-terrorism will be far away from the
homeland, and the operation process will lack the support
of infrastructure with strong communication and data
processing capabilities, which need to rely on a network that
can handle dynamic tasks. The traditional computing
paradigms such as cloud computing, edge computing, and
wireless sensor networks cannot satisfy this kind of far way
form command center, which network throughput is severely
limited and the battleﬁeld situation changes rapidly.
Figure 25 shows a typical battle scenario of the tactical
edge away from the homeland, which consists of aircraft carriers, frigates, destroyers, ﬁghter jets, UAVs, etc. The UAVs
are used for reconnaissance, ﬁghter jets for strikes, aircraft
carriers for commanding operations, and other warships for
escorts.
For example, when an UAV carries out reconnaissance,
the images of the enemy are collected, which need to be analysed and processed. At this time, the data link received
enemy interference and the communication between the
UAV and the carrier was interrupted. However, the communication link between UAVs and ﬁghter jets is still available.
The DANET can be immediately established between the
UAVs and ﬁghter jets, which will distribute the collected
image and oﬄoad the image processing program to the
PDCN for calculation, and the calculated results will be sent
to the UAV or other combat units for decision-making. The
role of DCOMP is to quickly organize these combat units due
to the lack of computing infrastructure support to conduct
various real-time task calculations at the tactical edge. Therefore, DCOMP will play a very import role in future wars, and
the large-scale application of DCOMP will change the way
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Figure 27: Comparison of routing calculation results between the traditional and improved protocols.
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Figure 28: Simulation result of packet ETE delay and traﬃc received.

and even the course of warfare. In order to verify the performance of the DANET proposed in this paper, we designed a
network model to simulate the communication progress of
DCOMP at the tactical environment by OPNET network
simulation software, as shown in Figure 26.
The network model constructed in Figure 26(a) contains
4 subnets with 15 PDCNs and a router using the AODV or
OLSR routing protocol connected by a switch. The PDCN
moves within a certain range at the tactical edge to achieve
collaborative computing and data sharing with DANET.
Since the AODV protocol is an on-demand protocol, when
creating a routing table, diﬀerent time sequences for service
requests can be considered and diﬀerent transmission paths
can be established. As can be seen from Figure 26(b), when
the existing link in the network is under heavy load and

receive the routing request again, the link load status of the
existing traﬃc should be considered. Therefore, the routing
protocol should avoid the overloaded link and choose the
“idle” or “heavy” path as much as possible to forward data
packets. Figure 27 shows the simulation result of the routing
path in a subnet using the traditional protocol and the
improved protocol algorithm proposed in this paper.
As can be seen from Figure 27, it can be easily found that
with the standard protocol, the link load is already heavy and
there are still multiple routing requests whose ﬁnal data forwarding still passes through the link, which will easily cause
the loss of a large number of data packets and cause large
delay of the network. The statistics of package end-to-end
delay and traﬃc received between the traditional and
improved protocols is shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 29: Simulation result of fast movement of the computing node.

As can be seen from Figure 28, the packet ETE delay of
the improved algorithm is much lower than that of the
traditional algorithm and the package of traﬃc received is
not much diﬀerence.
At the tactical edge, the speed and path of each computing node are diﬀerent, which has a great impact on the selection of network routing, throughput, and packet loss rate.
With the movement of nodes, the nodes that could not be
connected may become connected due to the change of relative position and the topology of the whole network will
change with the movement of each node. As shown in
Figure 29, which is the schematic diagram of network topology after simulation for 0 s and 30s, with the improved
AODV protocol, the link cost between nodes will be changed
due to the change of topology structure, and the routing path
of services will also change accordingly.
It can be seen from the simulation that the improved
protocol can greatly reduce the network delay and improve
the network performance, providing a good network environment support for DCOMP. Further, we will perform a
large-scale experiment of DCOMP to substantiate our ﬁndings and strive to be able to be applied in practical engineering and on a real environment.

9. Conclusion and Challenges in the Future
The rapid transformation of warfare, the continuous upgrading of weapons, and the diversity of combat missions have led
to the continuous change of the battleﬁeld network environment, and new requirements have been imposed on environmental elements such as computing, network, and command.
We investigated in detail a range of the main technical concepts, mechanisms, paradigms, and important features of
DCOMP to meet the requirements and development trends

of future battleﬁeld computing and communications. In this
article, we have proposed the architecture for DCOMP, a network model called DANET, and the programming model
and language for DCOMP. We have also presented methods
of task awareness and computing scheduling for the tactical
edge in a harsh battleﬁeld environment. Moreover, we have
discussed a typical scenario and a vision of DCOMP for the
tactical edge in future wars.
As a new computing paradigm, the research on DCOMP
in the academia has just started, and the DCOMP has certain
advantages over the traditional computing paradigm such as
MCC, FC, and MEC. However, limited by the complicated
tactical edge network environment which caused discontinuous communication between devices, simulation in real
scenes is somewhat diﬃcult and complex. There are still
many problems and challenges that need to be studied in
the future:
(i) The development of highly dynamic and programmable network protocols for DCOMP should be
accelerated as soon as possible to enable it to adapt
to weakly connected, highly dynamic, and vulnerable environments at the tactical edge to win the
future wars
(ii) Accelerate the research on the technology of
programmable computing nodes, programmable
networks, and computation oﬄoading. According
to diﬀerent application requirements and network
conditions, it is possible to develop a migration solution for nodes adapted to various types of equipment
and networks in DCOMP. In addition, it is necessary
to establish relevant stands and upgrade existing
equipment to meet the requirements of DCOMP
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(iii) Many current applications used in the tactical edge
should be modiﬁed to be adapted for DCOMP, such
as tactical target recognition and tracking, target
damage analysis, and trajectory analysis
(iv) It is a great challenge to ﬁnd the right balance
between data transmission and computation
resources in the degenerate network, which requires
in-depth study of the optimal control strategy
between real-time network state, dispersed computing resources, and computing tasks
(v) How to ensure the quality of service (Qos), the
eﬃciency of computation, and the security of data
is the key research direction in the future under
the condition of limited and variable bandwidth
and highly dispersed heterogeneous computing
resources
(vi) Coded computing is a recent technique that will
enable optimal trade-oﬀs between computation
load, communication load, and computation latency
due to stragglers in DCOMP [63], designing joint
task scheduling and coded computing in order to
leverage trade-oﬀs between computation, communication, and latency, which is an important aspect in
DCOMP

The tactical edge is generally far from the homeland,
the nodes of DCOMP are generally powered by batteries,
and the battery life is limited. Therefore, the technology
for energy consumption management of DCOMP will also
need to be studied as a key direction in the future. In the
future, the technology of DCOMP can be applied not only
in military ﬁelds at the tactical edge but also in civil ﬁelds
such as ﬁre rescue, ﬂood relief, and environmental
monitoring.
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